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You and your work 
must be properly identified
§ Persistently: over time
§ Uniquely: no mismatches
§ Actionably: it helps to link to things
§ Machine-readably: ”123456” 
You and the PIDs
PID for You: ORCID
orcid.org/0000-0002-4411-8452
Read the small print.
http://bit.ly/aeduforbes








If You Need to Give PIDs to Stuff
Scientific Articles, Papers, etc.: DOI
§ Digital Object Identifier: versatile.
§ DOIs can be found in datasets, too.
§ A small fee is charged for each DOI.
Almost anything: URN
§ Help from e.g. the National Library: 
§ https://www.kiwi.fi/display/URN/URN-tunnus
§ Urn-posti@helsinki.fi
§ Consider for your research data! URNs may 
be given to about anything. 
§ http://urn.fi/URN:NBN:fi-fd2015-00006370
Handle: if you build a management system
§ DOIs are a subset of Handles
§ E.g. in Helda repository in the U of Helsinki: 
http://hdl.handle.net/10138/28462
Give yourself a PID.
Give your stuff PIDs.
Use PIDs when you can.
Web addresses don’t last.
Machines understand PIDs.
esa-pekka.keskitalo@helsinki.fi
orcid.org/0000-0002-4411-8452
Thank you!
